ASMG Italia - Supporting vehicle purchase and
management focusing on the Italian marketplace
Customers, Colleagues and Friends
Wishing you Seasons Greetings. Even though for some this period
of the year may not be truly designated a festive season in the region
you live and upon the world that we share, I would still like to wish
you all success in your endeavours and for a prosperous 2019.

ASMG Italia Consultancy - All the vital assistance for individuals,
companies or dealers that require independent services for
vehicle related matters to purchase with confidence from Italy.

Pre-Purchase Inspection service with detailed report and quality photographs.

Bringing classic vehicles instructed for sale to your attention
such as this stunning & iconic restored De Tomaso Pantera.

It's Project Time. ASMG Italia invites further projects for the winter season to
get you motoring for summer 2019. Modern facilities, skilled technicians and
artisans at lower Italian labour rates. Time to get that car finished that you
promised yourself or ASMG Italia can source the project vehicle for you.

Happy Customer.
"Thank you for your services. You gave me professional help and a good
feeling for the cars you have inspected for me. Your inspection reports of the
Ferrari's where very useful to make a decision for the right car. I would use your
- Ferrari 208 GTS Turbo

Spotted. Still dreaming back to those warmer days - Venetian Spider.

Motorsport
ASMG Italia yet again had the privilege to support the Classic Car Rally scene
for the Endurance Rally Association [ERA] and the Historic Endurance Rally
Organisation [HERO] with a competitor Meet & Greet at the British Motor
Museum in the UK. In 6 months we set off from Beijing, China for 5 weeks of
overland adventure to arrive in Paris, France to a fanfare welcome.
Outstanding car park presence during the weekend.

The Services














Pre-Purchase Inspection
Acquisition Negotiation
Purchase Contracts
Documentation Validation
Italian Communications
Import & Export Assistance
Project Management
Engineering Facilities
Parts, Logistics & Shipping
Collection Management
Vehicles for Purchase
Vehicle locator / Re-locator
Classic Rally Support

